**Bedminster TFR**

**Arrival Fixes**

**EWR North Satellites:** TEB, MMU, CDW, FWN, N05, 4N1, N07, 12N and 13N

**ZBW - LEMOR:**
EWR Area North Satellite arrivals approved regardless of flow

**ZNY - MUGZY:**
EWR Area North Satellite arrivals approved regardless of flow

**ABE:**
STW @ 5000'
EWR Area North Satellite arrivals approved regardless of flow
TEC Routes:
All TEC routes via SBJ (V3), FJC (V6 & V162), ETX (V30), BUSKY, SAX V249 SBJ @ 8,000’, BWZ @ 4,000’ and SBJ Overflights are Not Authorized. Aircraft will be rerouted by the tower via:

TEB*..SAX..COATE..V188..LVZ..(Destination) - Alt 80/90/100 or V16

Entering the above TEC route will requires the suppression of the PDR. By place an asterisk (*) after TEB* then continue entering the route as shown above.

WEST GATES:
There are No EWR Area West Gates. NEION DUCT West will be used - Route changed by ZNY PIT.

TEB Good Gates:
1. WHITE
2. COATE
3. NEION
4. GAYLE
5. BREZY